. For such network of interacting subsystems, some degrees of cooperation for diagnosing the possible failures have shown superior security and reliability rather than using non-cooperative approaches. For example, in Ref. 4, a cooperative fault-detection mechanism is proposed for detecting failures in underwater sensor networks; in this framework each member of network independently detects the fault status of its sensor and then employs a distributed agreement protocol to reach an agreement on the fault status. Also, in Ref. 5 a cooperative sensor fault detection and identification method is presented for a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). In order to increase the reliability of sensor fault detection and identification, the method benefits from the capabilities that the team of UAVs offers, by using the additional data from sensors of other UAVs. Furthermore, in Ref. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 2 detection framework is developed to detect the joint position and velocity sensors faults. The position and velocity sensor faults are detected by analyzing the position and velocity constraints in connected joints of manipulators. If the difference between the measurement of one sensor and other sensors are larger than some threshold a failure is concluded. Recently, the practical implementation issues such as computation time, communication requirements, and model uncertainties in the field of cooperative vehicle system control have been considered widely.
I. Introduction
ooperative fault detection has recently become the interest of many research areas including the network of measurement sensors, [1] [2] [3] [4] team of multiple unmanned vehicles, 5 network of computers, [6] [7] [8] cooperative robot manipulators, 9 and network of security cameras 10 . For such network of interacting subsystems, some degrees of cooperation for diagnosing the possible failures have shown superior security and reliability rather than using non-cooperative approaches. For example, in Ref. 4 , a cooperative fault-detection mechanism is proposed for detecting failures in underwater sensor networks; in this framework each member of network independently detects the fault status of its sensor and then employs a distributed agreement protocol to reach an agreement on the fault status. Also, in Ref. 5 a cooperative sensor fault detection and identification method is presented for a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). In order to increase the reliability of sensor fault detection and identification, the method benefits from the capabilities that the team of UAVs offers, by using the additional data from sensors of other UAVs. Furthermore, in Ref. 9 for cooperative robotic manipulators a cooperative fault Figure 1 .
Schematic of communication system
It is assumed in this paper that each vehicle in the team receives/sends the information from/to neighbors. Hence, each vehicle needs both transmitter and receiver units. The communication system may have both these parties connected similar to duplex communication systems; or two separate devices may be used for TX and RX. In this paper, both cases are addressed.
More precisely, the communication failure is referred to as the failure or malfunction of the transmitter-receiver devices. If they are embedded in one single unit then the failure of each one implies the failure of both. 
III. Communication Topologies using Graph Theory
In the cooperative control, there may exist different interactions between vehicles. As some examples of such interactions one can point to physical interactions such as collision avoidance and communication. The "graph theory" is a relevant mathematical tool for representing and modeling the interactions; the interaction between cooperative vehicles is usually represented by an "interaction graph" which is described by two basic elements: nodes and edges, where the nodes represent the subsystems/vehicles and an edge between two nodes denotes the interaction between these two subsystems. The "interaction graph" can be directed (unidirectional) or undirected (bidirectional).
Considering a set of N v vehicles cooperating to perform a common mission, the i th vehicle in the team is associated to the i th node of the graph. If an edge (i, j) connecting the i th and j th node is present, it means the i th and j th vehicles have an interaction; this relation is termed as neighborhood for i th and j th vehicles and leads to an interconnected graph as follows:
where V is the set of nodes (vehicles) and ( ) t ⊆ × E V Vis the set of edges (i,j) at time t, with , i j ∈ V . This graph topology enables one to represent all configurations of the subgroups.
In this paper, the communication interactions among the cooperative vehicles have the main importance and hence the presented interaction graph is used to represent the communication interactions and hence is called "communication graph topology". Also, it is usually assumed that the "communication graph topology" has a particular structure, is fixed, and is set manually before the mission or automatically during the mission. In this paper, the required condition on the communication graph topology for communication failure detection is sought.
A. Undirected Communication Graph Topology
If the interaction graph is undirected then ( , ) i j ∈ E implies ( , ) j i ∈ E even though it does not appear in E . In fact, the neighborhood relation is necessarily mutual.
The undirected communication graph topology is suitable for modeling a bidirectional communication topology. Also 
B. Directed Communication Graph Topology
Still if an edge (i, j) connecting the i th node to the j th node is present, it means that the i th and j th vehicles have an interaction and it is said that:
-i th and j th vehicles are neighboring vehicles and -i th vehicle is the follower of the j th vehicle and -j th vehicle is the leader of the i th vehicle. The main distinction between undirected and directed graph topology is that with the directed interaction graph ( , ) i j ∈ E does not imply necessarily ( , ) j i ∈ E . Using this flexible graph topology allows representing all interactions of subsystems.
Also, let 
IV. Failure Detection Scheme
To monitor the status of the communication devices a "Healthy" signal is introduced which is communicated between each pair of neighboring vehicles frequently. of the decentralized control schemes for cooperative multiple vehicles require the information from neighboring vehicles before any sampling time. It means if the delay of communicated messages is subject to large delays a communication failure is concluded from the control perspective and a reconfigurable fault tolerant controller which relies on the delayed information should be employed. This is the reason why in this paper the small communication delays are considered as the fault-free cases.
In the fault-free situation, at each sampling time every vehicle in the team receives/sends the "Healthy" signal from/to their neighbors with a small delay as less than sampling time. Figure 2 shows the inter-vehicle communication between two neighboring vehicles and the information exchanged for fault-free (delay-free) condition. As seen the exchanged messages are not subject to delay.
Figure 2. The inter-vehicle communications between two neighbors in fault-free condition
The proposed communication failure detection scheme is based on the fact that the communication failure results in break/delay in the communicated messages and hence if the communication delay of received messages is larger than sampling time, which is the limit between small communication delays and large communication delays, the occurrence of communication failure is concluded (See Figure 3 and compare with Figure 2 ). Both faulty vehicle and its neighbors can use this sign to detect the failure. However, depending on the type of communication topology this idea needs to be more expanded to find which vehicle is faulty in the team.
In this section, it is assumed that the simultaneous failures do not happen; instead in Section V the reliability of the presented algorithms against the simultaneous failures is discussed.
Figure 3. The inter-vehicle communication between faulty vehicle i and healthy neighbor j

A. Fault Detection with Undirected (Bidirectional) Communication Graph Topology
When an undirected communication topology is used the vehicles are forced to maintain a bidirectional communication structure. Assume at some time the vehicle i ∈ V does not hear from its neighbors. The question is that how vehicle i determines whether the break in the messages is due to failure in its own communication device or that of its neighbors. The following theorem is presented to answer this question: 
No Failure
In this way the failure is detected and the faulty vehicle is identified by all neighbors. This fault detection algorithm is summarized in Figure 4 . This fault detection algorithm monitors the status of the communication device at each sampling time to detect the possible communication faults and the faulty vehicle in the team.
B. Fault Detection with Directed Communication Graph Topology
The main difference between the undirected and directed communication topology is that with the directed graph topology the communication flow may not be necessarily bidirectional between two neighboring vehicles; this implies there may exist some team members which do not receive any information from neighbors as they are only leaders. On the other hand, the proposed fault detection algorithm presented in Section IV.A for undirected graph topology requires that each vehicle in the team receives the information from at least two team members. Thus, the algorithm in Section IV.A fails for the case of directed communication graph where there may exist some vehicles which are only leader and do not receive information from other team members.
In the fault-free condition all the followers receive the "Healthy" signal from their leaders with no delay (or a small delay as less than sampling time). If the communication delay of received "Healthy" signal is larger than sampling time (execution horizon), which is the limit between small communication delays and large communication delays, the occurrence of communication failure is concluded (See Figure 5 and compare with Figure 3 and Figure 2 ). The algorithm for detecting the communication failure in the case of directed communication topology is presented in Figure 6 . 
For instance, if the TX of one vehicle is faulty and the RX is healthy then the faulty vehicle can receive the information from neighbors but it is not able to send the information to neighbors; in this situation if the presented algorithms of previous sections are used the faulty vehicle does not know whether the neighboring vehicles can receive the information or not. Then a suitable algorithm is required to monitor and detect the failure in RX and TX separately.
RX Fault Detection
If the RX of one vehicle is faulty then depending on whether the communication topology is directed or undirected any of the algorithms presented in Sections IV.A and IV.B can be used to detect this failure. In this case, the "Healthy" signal is used to detect the possible failures in RX.
TX Fault Detection
To detect the failure a new "Acknowledgment" signal is considered which imposes the neighboring vehicles to acknowledge the receipt of the "Healthy" signal, see Figure 7 . Any vehicle j ∈ V receiving the "Healthy" signal from neighbor i ∈ V (where ( , ) j i ∈ E ) will confirm the receipt of the "Healthy" signal to the sender i ∈ V by sending back the "Acknowledgment" signal. If any vehicle i ∈ V does not receive the "Acknowledgement" signal after two sampling times from at least one of its neighbors then a failure in TX is concluded. The algorithm for detecting the TX failure is presented in Figure 8 . and the RX is healthy; then using the detection algorithm presented in Figure 8 , the TX communication fault is detectable and the faulty leader in the team can be identified. Proof: The proof goes along the statements presented in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section IV.A. The theorem is presented for the directed graph since it is a general form of the undirected graph.
V. Reliability of Fault Detection Algorithms
The presented fault detection algorithms in this paper for the communication failure may fail if simultaneous failure happens and the communication graph topology is not well-connected. For example, assume vehicle i has 2 neighbors; if the communication device of both neighbors become faulty simultaneously, then vehicle i does hear from them; therefore, according to algorithm presented in Figure 4 , vehicle i concludes that its own communication device is faulty; which is a false failure conclusion. In this section, the reliability of the proposed algorithms is investigated through probability analysis.
A. Reliability against Simultaneous Failures
The proposed fault detection algorithms of Sections IV.A and IV.B work properly if the communication device of at least one neighbor is healthy. The first question is: is it possible that the communication devices of all neighbors of vehicle i fail simultaneously which leads to false failure conclusion for vehicle i about its communication device? The answer is yes; if the probability of failure for one communication device is p, the probability for simultaneous failure of communication devices of all neighbors for the case of undirected communication graph is calculated as follows:
Probability of Simultaneous Failures
Then the reliability is:
Reliability against simultaneous failures = 1
and likewise for directed communication graph:
Reliability against simultaneous failures
Eqs. (3), (4) imply that increasing the number of neighboring vehicles enhances the reliability.
B. Reliability against Byzantine Fault
For the case where TX and RX are separate, since the TX fault detection is based on sending the "Healthy" signal and receiving the confirmation through the "Acknowledgment" signal the Byzantine fault 23, 24 may occur. The Byzantine fault is first referenced in the network of computers where the receipt of any message to any destination computer is confirmed through sending back a confirmation signal. However, the confirmation signal needs another confirmation signal from the recipient. This leads to an inconclusive sequence of events and is referred to as the Byzantine fault; for distributed networks a Byzantine fault analysis is required. 24 In the proposed algorithm for TX fault detection presented in Figure 8 , false fault detection similar to the Byzantine fault may happen if either TX or RX of the neighbors becomes faulty. Then the reliability of TX fault detection against Byzantine fault is calculated as follows: If i ∀ ∈ V then let: 
Then for j ∀ ∈ V and ( , ) i j ∈ E , the probability of failure of receiver of i or receiver of j or transmitter of j is: 
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Hence, for all the followers: 
Therefore: 
If ( ) ( ) ( )
